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1.0 MODELING 

1.1 AVOA Modeling using paraxial ray tracing 

The goal of this task is to assess the effects of structural complexity and regional 
anisotropy on a seismic attribute taken to indicate local fracturing and/or gas 
concentrations, the variation of amplitude with azimuth and offset (AVOA). By 
computing synthetic reflection seismograms, we can construct maps of the AVOA 
response of the top of the lower Fort Union formation for a complete model 
reconstruction of the 37 mi2 survey. 

Pn the last quarter we quantified the separate and combined effects of acquisition bias, 
structural complexity, and regional anisotropy on AVOA for preliminary low-resolution 
models. These results were presented at the DOE Geophysical Applications Workshop 
and the DOE Natural Gas Conference in March. We have also developed a new 
concept for distinguishing gas from water in vertically fractured reservoirs. 

The survey geometry produces a measurable bias on AVOA. For flat, isotropic layers, 
AVO gradients are lower on average than in the N-S direction compared to E-W (Figure 
1-1). This arises because the N-S receiver line orientations lead to more long-offset 
sampling in this direction and therefore AVO fits are weighted differently in the long and 
short directions. The commonly-used AVO formula is an imperfect approximation, with 
an error varying systematically with incidence angle (offset). Therefore the two 
azimuths show different AVO, with smaller average magnitudes in the long direction. 
However, the short-offset direction has greater variability in AVO due to the poorer 
quality of fits. 

Complex structure scatters seismic energy, broadening the amplitude response at any 
incidence angle. This greater scatter in the AVO data lowers the estimated magnitudes 
of AVO parameters (Figure 1-2). Although the N-S direction is more strongly affected - 
seismic rays traveling in this direction are scattered by E-W faults - there is a noticeable 
roughening in both principal directions. 

Anisotropy has profound effects on the sign and magnitude of AVO gradient. These 
changes can be related to differences in Poisson's ratio (or alternatively compressibility) 
introduced by oriented cracks. For water-filled fractures (the reference or background 
case), the medium appears less compressible for P-waves traveling perpendicular to 
fractures than parallel to them. Regardless of fracture orientation, the net effect is to 
make AVO gradients more negative where fracture anisotropy overlies the reflector; 
conversely, AVO gradients are more positive where such anisotropies underlie the 
reflector (Figure 1-3; see Section 1.2 for details). Where both the upper and lower 
media are anisotropic; the upper dominates AVO response. Layering anisotropy, such 
as that present in a shale, has a greater effect than vertical-crack anisotropy (as in the 
target sandstone reservoir) because near-vertical seismic raypaths in a typical reflection 
experiment travel more perpendicularly to the former. 
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These findings provided the foundation for a new conceptual model of AVOA as a 
function of fracture content. If fractures are gas-filled, all of the anisotropy results 
discussed above are simply reversed, as gas-filled cracks are more compressible than 
the rock matrix. In principle, the difference between crack-perpendicular and crack- 
parallel AVO gradients should be positive or negative, depending on whether fractures 
are water- or gas-filled, respectively (Figure 1-4). This sign difference is independent of 
the impedance and compressibility contrasts across the reflector. Further tests of this 
model are in progress. 

Our ongoing work is focused on completing a "best" background AVOA model, 
subtracting this model from the data, and testing for improved correlation with gas pay. 



1.2 Description of AVOA for Gas-  and Water-Filled Fractures. 

In vertically fractured reservoirs, AVOA may be related to fracture content (gas or water) 
using a simple physical conceptual model (Figure 1-4). S-wave azimuthal velocity 
anisotropy exceeding P-wave anisotropy indicates an increase in Poisson's ratio a in the 
slow direction (across fracture strike). This is consistent with water-filled fractures, 
which are less compressible than the rock matrix. Conversely, o decreases where 
anisotropy of the P-wave exceeds that of the S-wave, consistent with more 
compressible, gas-filled fractures. Poisson's ratio is unchanged for rays traveling along 
fracture strike. These properties can also be inferred from AVO: the AVO gradient B 
becomes more negative for a decrease in u across an interface and more positive for an 
increase in a. Therefore increased a across an interface underlain by water-filled 
fractures yields a more positive AVO gradient, whereas gas-filled fractures display a 
more negative cross-strike AVO gradient. The difference in AVO gradient between the 
cross- and along-strike directions is predicted to be positive or negative, respectively, for 
water- or gas-filled fractures. This diagnostic sign change is robust with respect to 
contrasts in impedance or compressibility across the interface. For example, layering 
anisotropy due to overlying shale causes further increase in a above the interface, 
making all AVO gradients more negative, but the diagnostic sign difference is unaffected 
by this. However, structural scattering, geometrical biases, and poor AVO fits can 
obscure this indicator. 
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2.0 3-D 3-C PROCESSING 
The processing of the compressional wave (P-P) structural stacks has been completed. 
The fractogram analysis for the P-P data is still being performed. A problem in the 
processing of the P-S data has been identified, and is being addressed. 

2.1 P-P Processing 
Processing on the fractogram analysis continues at Western Geophysical. The 
velocities for the fractogram analysis were picked by Western during this quarter, and 
the QC of these velocities is currently being performed by Palantir Exploration Services. 

2.2 P-S Processing 
A problem with one of the P-S data processing algorithms was uncovered during this 
reporting period. The process which spatially positions traces (Common Conversion 
Point binning) was not updating the location of the traces correctly. Western 
Geophysical informed Lynn, Inc. of this in mid-March, and interpretation of the P-S 
volumes ceased at that time. Western Geophysical believes that the difference between 
the volumes already delivered and the correctly processed volumes will be minor. 

The process in question is shaded in Table 2-1. An examination of Table 2-1 shows that 
several processing steps follow the CCP binning step. These processes will need to be 
repeated after the correct CCP binning has been completed. 
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Table 2-1 Processing flow for P-S 3-D dataset 

Sl a nd S2 Structu ral Stacks 
Geometry description for V, H I  and H2 components 
Rectification of trace polarity with azimuth 
Amplitude recovery using Tlo5 Exponential Gain Function 
RAAC (Residual Amplitude Analysis/Compensation) 
Zone Anomaly Processing on H I  and H2 separately 
FXCNS (Coherent Noise Suppression Performed in f-x Space) 
Surface Consistent Deconvolution 

i) apply source term derived from P-P processing 
ii) calculate receiver and source terms using azimuth limited H I  and H2 data 
iii) apply receiver and offset terms to H I  and H2 

Apply source refraction statics derived from P-P processing 
Rotation analysis to determine HI’ and H2’ 
Apply rotation to both volumes 
Velocity analysis 
Residual statics 

Iteration of velocities, statics and CCP binning until convergence is reached 
CCP trim statics (if needed) 
CCP stack 
Random noise attenuation 
Time migration 



3.0 TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 

Lynn, Inc. and Blackhawk hosted a Geophysical Applications workshop in conjunction with 
the DOE Natural Gas Conference during the last week of March. The program schedule 
and a list of the attendees are given in Sections 4-1 and 4-2. At this workshop, a workbook 
was given to each attendee. Copies of the material presented by Lynn, Inc. and Blackhawk 
at the workshop can be found in Appendix A. 

The Canadian Society of Exploration Geophysicists (CSEG) has invited the Project to 
present “Naturally fractured gas reservoirs’ seismic characterization’’ - H.B. Lynn, 
K.M. Simon, Lynn, Inc.; C.R. Bates, Blackhawk Geometrics, Inc.; and R. Van Dok, 
Western Geophysical, at their annual meeting in Calgary in May. This talk was originally 
presented at the Society of Exploration Geophysicists (SEG) annual convention in 
Denver in November of 1996. 
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3.1 Geophysical Applications Workshop schedule 

Geophysical Applications, DOE Natural Gas Conference Workshop 
“Seismic Detection and Analysis of Naturally Fractured Gas Reservoirs” 

Monday, March 24,1997, at Western Geophysical, I0001 Richmond, 
Houston, Texas 

INTRODUCTION 
During the past six years, the U.S. Department of Energy, Federal Energy 

Technology Center (FETC) has been supporting research to improve the detection and 
analysis of naturally fractured gas reservoirs. Although stimulation is widely used in tight 
gas formations, without the presence of a natural fracture system to store and deliver 
the gas, hydrofracturing would be of little use. Therefore, this program has focused on 
developing and evaluating various means to find and characterize naturally occurring 
gas-filled fracture systems that may be of economic value. The reflection seismic 
techniques that can be used to estimate relative fracture density and fracture orientation 
are the focus of this seminar. 

as ‘gain comments as to the direction of the program, DOE/FETC and Western 
Geophysical are co-hosting this afternoon’s seminar on the Seismic Detection and 
Analysis of Naturally Fractured Gas Reservoirs. 

In order to transfer the results of the DOE program to interested parties, as well 

12:30 

1:OO - t o 5  

1~05 - 1:15 

It15 4 3 5  

1 :40 - 2120 

2:30 - 3:lO 

PROGRAM 
Registration opens. The first 100 registered will be admitted. 

Welcome. Subhashis Mallick, Western Geophysical. 

Introduction and objectives for the DOE projects which use seismic 
reflection methods to determine relative fracture density and fracture 
orientation. Tom Mroz, DOE. 

Basic concepts of seismic anisotropy; acquisition, processing, and 
interpretation of multi-azimuth 3D P-wave data for evaluation of gas pay 
ion fractured reservoirs. Heloise Lynn, Lynn, Inc. 

Field Study I: Bluebell-Altamont, Utah. 2D-9C seismic reflection lines 
crossing lines), and 9C VSP, showing linear relationship between the 
shear wave anisotropy (travel time anisotropy) and the azimuthal P-wave 
amplitude variation with offset (AVO). K. Michele Simon, Lynn, Inc. 

Field Study 11: Wind River Basin, Wyoming. Multi-azimuth 3D P-wave 
seismic reflection data (37 sq. mile data set), geologic setting, analysis of 
seismic attributes, relationship to Estimated Ultimate Recovery (EUR), 
seismic modeling of AVO in complex anisotropic structure. Bob Grimm, 
Blackhawk Geometrics, Inc. and Heloise Lynn, Lynn, Inc. 
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3:20 - 4:OO Field Study ill: Rulison Field, Piceance Basin, Colorado. Geologic 
setting of 3D field study; relationship of 3D two-azimuth seismic attribute 
analysis with EUR. David Decker, Advanced Resources International, 
and Heloise Lynn, Lynn, Inc. 

4:lO - 450 Analysis of four-azimuth 3D P-wave data, the "Fractogram" approach, in 
Field Study 111 area. Subhashis Mallick and Ken Craft, Western 
Geophysical. 

450 Discussion. 
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3.2 List of Workshop Attendees 
Index Last Name First Name Firm Name 
1 LeBeau Clint CERT 
2 Grimm Robert Blackhawk Geometrics 
3 Bowker Kent A. Chevron 
4 Foss Deane C. Chevron 
5 Shank Robert Chevron 
6 Simon Michele Lvnn. lnc. 

I . a  

7 I Knebusch I William I RN Petroleum, Inc. 
Wallace 8 Beckman Lynn, Inc. 

9 Loung Hok L. TransCanada Pipe Lines 
10 Allison Edith US. DOE I 

11 Rieke Herman H. Univ of SW Louisiana 
12 Edwards Charles B. CD Exploration, Inc. 
13 Jammal Dwayne G. Coastal Oil & Gas Corp. 
14 McMullin Dennis Landmark Graphics Corp 
15 Norman Jon Aviara Energy Corp 
16 Wakeman Suzanne C. Aviara Energy Corp 
17 Howell John L. AAPG & SPE 
18 Parker Richard Gas Research Institute 
19 Kiddoo Gordon Gordon Kiddoo, Inc. 
20 Richardson Michael Union Pacific Resources 
21 Green bera Joseph Strand Enerav, L.C. 

I 

I 22 I Matthews I I Landmark 
23 Neidell Dr. Norman N.S. Neidell & Assoc 
24 Stevens Scott ARI, Inc. 
25 Kruuskra Vello ARI, Inc. 
26 Mroz Thomas US DOE 
27 Wilson Tom West Virginia Univ 
28 Theophanis Stephen Science Research Lab 
29 Gilmer Allen Visas Exploration LLC 
30 Camenter R. Wavne Petroleum Gas Svcs 



I 44 I McCardle I Michael 1 Geo Problem Solvina 1 
45 Kozman Jess B. Burlington Resources 
46 Meister Laurent J. Western Geophysical 
47 Weathers Llovd R. Mobil ExDloration and Production 
48 Zegarra Manuel R. Manuel Zegarra & Assoc- ~ 

49 Mallick Su bhas his Western Geophysical 
50 Mills, Jr. Dr. J.M. Seismotech GeoDhvsical 
51 Van Dok Richard Western Geophysical 
52 Lawson Bill US DOE 
53 Pour Peter US DOE 
54 Guthery Hugh US DOE - 
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Fracture Detection, Mapping, and Analysis of Naturally Fractured Gas Reservoirs 
Using Seismic Technology 

Heloise B. Lynn, lynninc@compuserve.com 
K. Michele Simon, 
Wallace Beckham 

Lynn Incorporated 
1646 Fall Valley Dr., 
Houston, TX 77077 

USA 

Introduction 

This paper describes work done in three projects funded by the U.S. Department of Energy 
(DE-AC21-92MC28135, DE-AC21-94MC31224, and DE-AC21-93MC30086) as part of its 
ongoing research effort aimed to expand current levels of drilling and production efficiency 
of naturally fractured tight gas reservoirs. The Department of Energy has identified the tight 
gas sands of the Rocky Mountain basins as a tremendous resource reserve. It is 
necessary, however, to drill in the naturally fractured areas in order to obtain commercial 
wells. The demonstration of seismic detection (prediction) of high fracture density capable 
of generating commercial gas production is the goal of our work. The two active study 
areas are in a Wind River Basin, Wyoming, USA, naturally fractured gas reservoir, and in 
the Rulison Field, Piceance Basin, CO. The completed study area was at Bluebell- 
Altamont, UT, in a naturally fractured gas reservoir in the Upper Green River formation. 

Objectives 

The goal of the project is to demonstrate using field seismic data the direct seismic 
detection of high fracture density and estimation of fracture azimuth using P-wave reflection 
seismic data, with support from shear-wave reflection and VSP (vertical seismic profile) 
data. Vertical aligned gas-filled fractures affect seismic waves as additional ordered 
compliant members. Additional ordered compliant members cause azimuthal anisofmpy, a 
condition which affects seismic waves in a measurable fashion. The P-waves are affected 
when their propagation path (the source-receiver azimuth) is perpendicular to the vertical 
aligned fractures. The shear waves are most affected when their polarization (particle 
motion direction) is perpendicular to the aligned vertical fractures. Shear waves are the 
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slower traveling body wave, compared to the P (or compressional) body wave. A shear 
wave has particle motion orthogonal to ray, or propagation, direction, while the P-wave has 
particle motion parallel to ray direction. I 

Azimuthal anisotropy is evident in P-wave data when one source-receiver raypath direction 
senses more compliant rocks, while the orthogonal direction senses less compliant rocks. 
The velocities and amplitudes of the reflected P-waves depend upon: 1) the azimuth of the 
source-receiver and 2)  the offset (distance) between source and receiver (or angle of 
propagation off-vertical). 

Approach 

From previous published work, it has been established that the greater the magnitude of 
the fracture density, the greater the magnitude of the shear wave seismic anisotropy 
(Crampin, 1985). Lynn et ai, 1996, showed in the Bluebell-Altamont, UT, study that the P- 
wave data were also sensitive to the fracture density, such that the difference of the P-wave 
AVO (amplitude variation with offset) gradient by azimuth was proportional to the shear 
wave anisotropy. This 2-D evaluation of seismic anisotropy using nine-component (9C) 
reflection seismic and 9C VSP field data, has been extended to 3-D, P-wave reflection 
evaluation, supplemented with 3-D converted wave and 9C VSP field data in the current 
active projects. Component" refers to the type of seismic body wave under study: vertical 
component, or one component, indicates P-wave, or compressional wave, the standard 
seismic wave used in oil and gas exploration and production reflection surveys. "Multi- 
component" refers to the additional dimensions of investigation needed to record and/or 
produce the shear waves, the second body wave, which travels at about half the velocity of 
the P-wave. Shear waves are more sensitive to fracture orientation and fracture density, but 
are more difficult and costly to use in acquisition, processing, and interpretation. P-waves 
are easier to use in acquisition, and processing, but can offer some interpretation ambiguity 
due to heterogeneity between the two raypaths compared in interpretation. Our task is to 
collect, process, and interpret a 3D P-wave field data set in a manner that will capture, 
preserve, and highlight the internal evidence of azimuthal anisotropy. 

' 

Acquisition 

We recommend azimuthally isotropic arrays of sources and receivers, which could be point 
sources or areal source arrays, and circular geophone arrays or point receivers. There is a 
fringe of low-fold, non-usable data around the edges of 30 shoots: the acreage whi& 
needs to be evaluated should be positioned within the full-fold, full-offset, full-azimuth 
migration-aperture coverage area. We recommend a square patch of live receivers 
centered on the source point, with maximum offset in all azimuths equal to target depth plus 
about 10 or 20 %, which is a standard AVO design criteria. At least several square miles of 
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I. 
data are collected in this manner, in order to evaluate the azimuthal variation of velocity 
and amplitude for each reflecting point (bin) in the subsurface. 

All geologic data pertaining to the existence and orientation of natural fractures, and the in- 
situ stress field, as well as any evidence of preferred direction of flow, should be used in the 
interpretation phase of the project (Lynn et al., 1995). 

Processing 

Pre-processing steps include geometry description (location of sources and receivers), 
surfaceconsistent amplitude correction and surface-consistent deconvolution. By sorting 
over azimuth (first) and offset (second) in a super-gather, the azimuthal variation of velocity 
may be determined. We used eighteen 10 degree-gathers, to scan from 0 degrees (North) 
to 180 degrees (South). Alternatively, a scan from 0" to 360" at 20degrees increments 
could be done. We found that the azimuthal velocity variations are in general aligned with 
the amplitude variations over azimuth. Figure I shows the azimuth and offset distribution 
(horizontal and vertical axes respectively) in a supergather (Location 2) from the Wind 
River Basin study. Each small square symbol is an input trace; the traces within each large 
square were summed to form one output trace in the supergather display. Supergather 
displays are shown in Figures 2 through 6. In Figure 2, a 1980 by 1980 ft square 
supergather at Location 2, the variation in velocity by azimuth is clearly seen by the 
changes in the far offset's traveltime after a single velocity function was applied at all 
azimuths. The velocity applied appears to correctly flatten the package of reflections 
arriving at 1.30 to 1.50 seconds (near the top of the fractured-gas interval) at 80 degrees 
source-receiver (S-R) azimuth, while the other source-receiver azimuths show these 
reflections dipping towards the right. These dipping reflectors indicate that more time to the 
far offset was recorded in the NS azimuths. More traveltime indicates that a slower velocity 
is present NS, as compared to EW; this is consistent with the EW vertical aligned fractures 
known to exist in the Wind River Basin project area.. In this case, the 80 degree S-R 
azimuth is thus established as the fast azimuth. 

Another observation on Figure 2 is that the reflection traveltime on the near to mid-range 
offsets at 80 to 100 degrees S-R is than the reflection traveltime on the near to mid- 
range offsets at 170 to 10 degrees S-R azimuth. This is best observed on the reflection 
arriving at 2.02 seconds at 90 degrees S-R azimuth; at I O  degrees S-R, the reflection 
arrives at 2.03 seconds. A IO-millisecond traveltime difference is well within the limits of 
resolution of modem seismic analysis, and implies another method for identifying the fast 
and slow S-R azimuths from an azimuthal supergather scan. If the 80 to 100 degree S-R 
azimuth data were correctly moved out and stacked, and the 170 to 10 degree S-R data 
were also correctly moved out and stacked, then the stacked reflections in the E-W 
azimuths (80-1 00 degrees) should arrive at shorter traveltimes than the stacked reflections 
in the N-S (1 70 to 10 degrees) S-R azimuths. Thus, the faster velocity azimuth would have 
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the minimum traveltime, which is intuitively expected. However, we have not observed this 
expected azimuthal variation in reflection traveltimes in the stacked data. We 3 observe 
that the Tast velocity"direction, which is parallel to the effectively open fractures, usually 
has the greater stacked traveltimes, while the Slow velocity" direction usually has the 
minimum stacked traveltimes. We explain this field data observation by noting that on 
velocity scans, the typical effect of increasing the stacking velocity is to flatten the moveout 
hyperbola which moves the TO (time zero, or zero offset intercept) deeper in time. Also, 
decreasing the stacking velocity steepens the moveout hyperbola which moves the TO 
shallower in time. Therefore, the effect of azimuthal variations in stacking velocity can be to 
cause counter-intuitive differences in the stacked data traveltimes. 

In scanning for velocity and amplitude variation by azimuth, we recommended examining 
different areal sizes of supergathers, because inherent in this type of analysis is a trade-off 
between higher fold to improve the signal-to-noise ratio, and loss of precision due to 
smearing over geologic heterogeneities. Figure 3 shows a supergather centered at the 
same location as that shown in Figure 2, but reduced to a 990 ft by 990 ft square area. 
Although the fold is reduced from taking only one-fourth of the data used in Figure 2, the 
main conclusion, that the fast S-R azimuth is at 80 degrees for the 1.30-1.50-second 
reflections, is still visible on this display. 

Figures 4 and 5 show a 1980 by 1980 ft square and a 990 by 990 ft square supergather, 
centered at the same point (Location 47. In these displays the reflections at 1.30-1.50 
seconds appear correctly moved-out at 70 to 100 degrees S-R, and under-corrected for 
other S-R azimuths. Again, as in Figures 2 and 3, the fast direction is nearly E-W and the 
slow direction, nearly N-S. The reflections at 2.45 - 2.60 seconds (below the base of the 
fractured reservoir section under study) show the same azimuthal velocity variation as the 
shallower reflection events, but interval velocity calculations are needed to determine the 
direction of azimuthal anisotropy within a section of interest. In addition to velocity variation 
by azimuth, the amplitudes of the main reflecting packages also show azimuthal variation 
(the amplitudes in the E-W azimuths appear weaker than the amplitudes in the N-S 
azimuths), with implications for P-wave seismic identification of high-fracture density zones 
using amplitude characteristics. The observations of a dominant EW fast direction for the 
supergathers in the Wind River Basin P-wave survey allows the entire survey to be 
separated by S-R azimuth, EW from NS. 

Once the two principal directions (fast and slow) are determined, the data volume is divided 
into these two source-receiver azimuths, and individual velocity analyses proceed. Velocity 
scans located every 1/4 mile or finer are recommended, plus velscans at all wells of 
interest Velocity control at wells aids in evaluating the relationship between EUR and 
seismic attributes. Pre-stack time migration is an option; alternatively, the near and far 
halves of the live fold may be stacked, and then migrated, in order for subsequent AVO 
(two point, far minus near) analysis. The "Fractogram" analysis, which Western 
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Geophysical is developing, offers a more powerful and more automated approach than the 
one listed above, in that four or more azimuths are processed and analyzed using 
computer-automated procedures. The Fractogram approach, when c9mplete, is scheduled 
to be available for use on field data. 

A benefit of a four-azimuth approach is that cracks striking at 45 degrees to the two 
principal azimuths may be diagnostically sensed. If a small area of the survey contains 
cracks at 45 degrees to the dominant trend, the two-azimuth approach is expected to sense 
these cracks equally on both azimuths; thus no anisotropy is measured, but an intermediate 
slow velocity in both directions would be measured, indicating no anisotropy. The four- 
azimuth approach offers the ability to measure any vertical fracture orientation, and to 
estimate the magnitude of the fracture density. If the aligned fractures are not vertical, but 
consistently dipping in one direction (say, north), then we would examine the data to 
compare the north-to-south raypaths with the south-to-north raypaths. 

Interpretation 

Interpretation begins with the standard mapping of reflectors throughout the survey area, 
for both azimuths. Horizon amplitude maps and horizon dominant frequency maps may 
then be constructed, and compared for azimuthal differences. If an AVO gradient volume 
exists, then it can be evaluated for the AVO gradient associated with each reflector of 
interest After time structure maps for horizons of interest are constructed, then the 30 
stacking velocity cubes are sliced at the horizon time and the stacking velocity extracted for 
the horizons of interest. From these maps, the Dix interval velocity for intervals of interest 
can be calculated, and thus the azimuthal variation of interval velocity may be calculated for 
every bin. We use a ratio to express the relationship of the azimuthal variation in velocity: 

(interval velocity slow direction) / (interval velocity fast direction), 

where the Slow" and 'fasf' directions are those previously identified from azimuthal scans 
of supergathers, 

If there are wells within the 30 survey area, their estimated ultimate recovery from the 
zone@) of interest needs to be calculated, in order to compare to the various seismic 
attributes. The seismic attributes of interest are: 
interval velocity by azimuth, interval velocity ratio (slowfiast), AVO gradient by azimuth, 
AVO gradient difference by azimuth (slow-fast), interval frequency by azimuth, difference in 
interval frequency, and others as suggested by the data. Thus, for each area, the relative 
usefulness of a seismic attribute to predict EUR may be evaluated. So far, for the two P- 
wave 3D surveys, the interval velocity ratio (slowfiast azimuth) has shown the best 
correlation with EUR (the greater the difference in interval velocity by azimuth, the greater 
the EUR). Rather than a linear relation between azimuthal ratio of interval velocity and 
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EUR, we have observed an interval velocity ratio threshold above which a correlation is 
established. We suggest that this P-wave interval velocity ratio threshold may be related to 
a threshold in fracture density, distinguishing between nonconnected cracks and 
interconnected, fluid-conductive fractures, such as that documented by Crampin (1 994) 
using s hear-wave birefringence. 

Sometimes, the geology of the reservoir or prospect area is best evaluated as an interval, 
rather than as a reflector, in that there is a large column of prospective section, and the 
operator would wish to drill where there is the maximum likelihood of many fractured sands. 
Moreover, often these nonmarine sands are discontinuous and variable, so that mappable 
seismic reflectors only exist at the top and the base of a prospective interval. In these 
circumstances, a further interpretation effort is required to evaluate the azimuthal properties 
of an interval: average absolute reflection amplitude, average frequency, average AVO 
gradient within the interval, etc., and then examine the sum and the difference by azimuth 
of the seismic property. The difference by azimuth of a property will reveal the presence or 
absence of anisotropy for crack sets striking within approximately a0 degrees of the two 
azimuths along which the 30 data volume was divided. The sum of the attribute of both 
azimuths will reveal the potential for matrix porosity pay (isotropic) or, pay in cracks at 45 
degrees to the two azimuths. 

Empirical relationships between the seismic attributes and the production statistics (EUR, 
estimated ultimate recovery) are evaluated, and maps showing the distribution of the 
attributes which correlate with the EURs are generated. Figure 6 shows the correlation of 
four seismic attributes with EUR in the Rulison Field project. Figure 7 shows a map of 
prospective”seismic attributes related to EUR for the Rulison Field project. Subsequently, 
only the best two attributes (velocity anisotropy and sum of AVO gradient) were used to 
make a map showing the areas most prospective for drilling. The higher number of points 
show where there are the most seismic indicators that correlate with gas production from 
the control set of wells in the field. In both the Wind River and Piceance Basin study areas, 
gas production is strongly dependent on fracture density. 

Potential Pitfalls 

Care must be taken that variations in acquisition, processing, or interpretation do not 
masquerade as azimuthal anisotropy. For example, a no-permit zone, with no sources, will 
cause lost coverage, which might affect the velocity determination. Processing must 
carefully ensure that the amplitudes are handled appropriately. In interpretation, the 
questions of heterogeneity (different rocks along different raypaths) versus anisotropy may 
arise. We anticipate that in the future, tomographic inversions of the densely-sampled 
stacking velocity fields will result in azimuthally comparable volumes of interval velocity. 
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Benefits 

The use of P-waves to detect azimuthal anisotropy represents a significant cost benefit 
when compared to the traditional use of shear waves for this purpose. We foresee 
reductions in the acquisition cost of multi-azimuth P-wave surveys (as larger and larger 
recordingchannel systems become available), since only conventional seismic sources 
and receivers are required. Since some shear wave data are desirable for calibration of the 
P-wave data, acquisition of a multi-component VSP or a small patch of converted-wave 
(3C) data is recommended. As successful identification of high fracture density zones can 
be made with 3D multi-azimuth P-wave data plus small quantities of shear wave data, this 
technology will have broad appeal to operators in tight gas plays in the Rocky Mountain 
basins, as well as other areas. 

' 

Shear wave anisotropy was recognized as the optimal technical method for identifying 
fracture zones, but due to the prohibitive cost of 3D shear wave acquisition, only a handful 
of major companies are using it, and usually within cost- and data-sharing consortia. 
Interest in the use of P-wave seismic to identify fracture zones dramatically increased after 
the publication of the D.O.E. work at Bluebell-Altamont (1994-1995): currently there are at 
least five major groups investigating the P-wave seismic response in naturally fractured 
media. These groups include: 

- Western Geophysical Research: the development of "Fractogram", a processing code to 
investigate multi-azimuth volumes (four or more), or super gathers of 18 azimuths, for 
interval velocity variation by azimuth and the variation of the AVO response by azimuth 
(Mallick et al., 1996). 

- ARCO/Gas Research Institute: the investigation of azimuthal variations in the stacking 
velocity of 30 multi-azimuth data (Comgan et ai., 1996). 

- lntevep (Venezuela) has documented that the P-wave AVO gradient varies by azimuth in 
a fradured-oil reservoir, in a manner consistent with the crack orientation as determined by 
P-S reflection data with support from geologic data (Perez and Gibson, 1996). 

- Considerable modeling and theoretical investigations have been conducted by the 
Colorado School of Mines (Ruger, 1996; Tsvankin, 1996). . 

- The Edinburgh Anisotropy Project, sponsored by the British Geological Survey, is 
investigating P-wave AVO differences on tielines in the North Sea (personal 
communication, Colin Macbeth, 1996). 
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i 1: - The first published field data case of P-wave au'muthally-variant AVO gradients 
interpreted to signify vertical aligned fractures was by W. Johnson of Coastal Oil and Gas 
(1 995). 

Conciusions 

Dired detection of high fracture density zones containing vertical aligned gas-filled 
fractures is our attainable goal using 30 P-wave seismic data with S-wave calibration data. 
The fractures are the permeable conduits that affect production rates and volumes: the 
vertical aligned open fractures act as additional ordered compliant members which cause 
the azimuthal anisotropy. Azimuthal anisotropy is manifest in S-wave data as S-wave 
splitting (bi-refringence), and in 3D P-wave multi-azimuth data as measurable differences in 
velocity and amplitude characteristics, when the correct two or more azimuths are 
compared. The correct two azimuths to compare are those at ninety degrees (orthogonal) 
to each other, at which the maximum difference (by azimuth) in the velocity and amplitudes 
are exhibited. The applicationshenefits of these techniques are lower cost seismic 
exploration/development tools (when compared to 3D multicomponent seismic), and 
anticipated improvement in drilling results. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. Azimuths and offsets sampled within a 1980 by 1980 ft square in the subsurface, 
at a supergather in the Wind River project. Output traces to supergather displays (large 
dashed squares), are 4 to 6-fold trace sums (small squares indicate input traces). 

Figure 2. Wind River project Supergather 2, 1980 by 1980 ft subsurface area, showing 
narrow-azimuth trace gathers by azimuth (0 to 180 degrees from North). One velocity 
function was applied to all azimuth gathers. Azimuthal variation of moveout velocity is 
evident on reflections at 1.30-1.50 sec. and at 2.05 sec. Correct moveout at 80-1 00 degree 
azimuths (approximately EW) establishes EW as the fast" direction. Reflection traveltime 
on near to mid-range offsets also varies with azimuth; reflection at 2.02 sec EW arrives at 
2.03 sec NS. 

Figure 3. Wind River project Supergather 2, 990 by 990 ft central square, produced to 
reduce Smearing" over changing geologic features, still shows the azimuthal velocity 
variation seen in Figure 2. 

Figure 4. Wind River project Supergather 4,1980 by 1980 ft subsurface area, shows similar 
azimuthal velocity variation as at Supergather 2. Reflections on EW azimuths require 
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faster stacking velocities than on NS azimuths. Azimuthdependent amplitudes are also 
observed. 

Figure 5. wind River project Supergather 4, 990 by 990 f€ subsurface area, shows the 
same azimuthdependent stacking velocities of the larger subsurface area. 

Figure 6. Ruiison Field project (Piceance Basin), display of seismic attributes related to 
well EUR for control set of 21 wells. Attributes are weighted with points according to their 
correlation with gas production: attribute weighting = (average EUR of .wells showing 
attribute)/(average EUR of all wells in control set). 

Figure 7. Rulison Field project (Piceance Basin), Map of seismic attributes related to well 
EUR. Colors are points according to weighting scheme outlined in Figure 6, as computed 
for all (220 by 220 ft) subsurface bins. Warm colors are interpreted to indicate a better 
predicted correlation with gas production. 
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Review of Seismic Anisotropy and 
Comments upon the Effects of Anisotropy upon AVO 

by Heloise Bloxsom Lynn, 
Lynn Incorporated, 1646 Fall Valley Or., Houston, TX 77077 

An expansion upon the paper submitted to 
The Joint SEG/EAEG Summer Research Workshop: 

"How Useful is Amplitude-versus-Offset (AVO) Analysis", 
Big Sky; Montana, Aug. 9-14, 1992 

ABSTRACT 
The sedimentary rocks commonly encountered in oil and gas exploration and 
production are almost always weakly anisotropic (<2%). Localized zones, or 
certain lithologies, can quite often (under certain circumstances) be strongly 
anisotropic (> 10%). It is most beneficial to be familiar with: 1) the nature and 
causes of anisotropy in sedimentary rocks, 2) the magnitude of the anisotropies 
present, and 3) the effects of anisotropy upon seismic wave transmission and 
reflection. This paper will offer one geophysicist's condensed perspective of this 
subject, written for those desiring a simple, short introduction to a complicated 
phenomenon. 

INTRODUCTION 
A property is anisotropic if its value depends upon the direction in which it is 
measured. Static properties, like density and porosity, are isotropic. The isotropic 
rock is a rock in which velocity (or attenuation) is independent of the direction of 
propagation. One P-wave velocity exists (independent of azimuth of propagation) 
and one shear-wave vetocity exists throughout the medium. 

The anisotropic properties worthy of interest are: permeability, velocity, and 
attenuation. The focus of this paper is on seismic velocity anisotropy; the types of 
anisotropy to be discussed are transverse isotropy and azimuthal anisotropy. An 
expanded and complete exposition of anisotropy terminology is found in 
Winterstein (1 990) and Crampin (1 990). Crampin (1 985) provided an early 
argument that shear-waves which have traveled through an anisotropic {fractured) 
medium yield additionai insights into the nature of the rock mass, which is usually 
sampled by the P-wave seismic waves more commonly recorded. Sondergeld and 
Rai (1 992) have shown in laboratory samples the nature of shear wave propagation 
through various different anisotropic media. Tathum and McCormack (1 991) have 
provided the industry with the finest textbook yet on the multicomponent 
seismology in petroleum exploration. A superlative study of (shear-wave) seismic 
anisotropy, wherein the observed shear-wave birefringence was interpreted in the 
light of the fracture set mapped on the surface and from subsurface data, the in- 
situ maximum horizontal stress, and the inferred microfabric, is found in Queen and 
Rizer (1 990) and Rizer and Queen (1 991). 
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Laver anisotrow 
The first anisotropy with which we must contend is due to (flat-lying) thin beds or 
fine layers. The thin beds may be isotropic layers or transversely isotropic layers 
(for example, shales). The symmetry associated with this anisotropy is transverse 
isotropy with a vertical axis of symmetry (TIV). The normal to t h e  (ftat-lying) beds 
is t he  symmetry axis. Names for this anisotropy include "polar anisotropy" (Shell: 
DeMartini, Sriram, Seriff, et al.) and "periodic thin layer" (PTL, Crampin et al.). 

Anisotropy is ordered heterogeneity smaller than the wavelength. Therefore, scale 
is a critically important concept. The scale a t  which one operates is determined by 
the  frequency of t he  seismic wave under analysis, the distance which it traverses, 
the effective velocity of the  medium, and the  volume of rock involved in the 
propagation of the  wavefield. Ordered heterogeneity a t  a scale 3/8 of a 
wavelength or larger results in reflections, and has been termed by Thomsen 
(1 991) "gross-layer" or "thick-layer" seismology (Widdess, 1973, 1985). 
Heterogeneity a t  a scale comparable to  the wavelength tends to act as a scattering 
agent upon the  seismic wave. Attenuation and dispersion may also be observed 
when t he  heterogeneities are on t he  order of 3/8 wavelength to perhaps about 0.1 
to 0.0'1 wavelength. When the ordered heterogeneity is significantly smaller than 
the wavelength {perhaps less than 0.01 wavelength), then anisotropy is the result: 
either transverse isotropy or azimuthal anisotropy, depending upon the ordering 
and orientation of the heterogeneities. When one goes to larger scale 
measurements (longer wavelengths, lower frequencies) , larger volumes of rock are 
sampled. This upscaling by its very nature encompasses greater heterogeneity, so 
that as the wavelength changes (or the  frequency), the very number we desire, the  
effective velocity, could very well change. The way most  geophysicists cope with 
this slippery situation is to choose the  bandwidth in which we need "the answer". 
We then try to transform our other data ' to the chosen scale. In exploration, the  
typical bandwidth is 5-80 hz. In production, especially in cross-borehole work, the  
bandwidths recordable may be 50-1 000 hz, depending upon t h e  nature of t he  rock 
being investigated and t h e  source characteristics. Theory is usually invoked to 
transform data gathered a t  one scale to a form suitable for application at  another 
scale. Now, back to anisotropy. 

Transverse isotropy has  one  unique axis. When the unique axis points vertically, it 
describes the  layering anisotropy (Fig. l a ) .  In this case,  any vertical line is a 
symmetry axis. Any vertical plane is a symmetry plane. Within a symmetry plane, 
the  veiocity of a given wave type (P, SH, or SV) depends only on t h e  angle of the  
ray through tha t  point with the  axis of symmetry (see Fig. 2, for a medium with 
7% TIV, Le., Vhor/Vver= 1.07). The medium behaves a s  if it were isotropic in 
directions perpendicular to a symmetry axis. This type of symmetry is cylindrical 
symmetry. 

Stress or Fracture AnisotroDv 
The second anisotropy is tha t  due to unequal horizontal s t resses  and/or vertical 
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aligned fractures, cracks, andlor micro-cracks. The simplest symmetry involved 
with this anisotropy has been termed transverse isotropy with a horizontal axis 
(TIH), so that now some of the "layers" become the vertical aligned fractures, 
commonly taken to  be normal to the minimum horizontal stress, or parallel to the 
maximum horizontal stress (Fig. 1 b). The effect of the unequal horizontal stresses 
and/or the vertical aligned fractures is that the vertically-propagating shear wave 
with an arbitrary polarization entering the azimuthally anisotropic region (under 
unequal horizontal stresses) will split into two shear waves, S1 and S2 (Fig. 3). 
The S1 travels fastest and the S2 travels slower. This medium is birefringent for 
vertically propagating shear waves. The polarizations recorded will tell us the stiff 
and compliant directions of the last polarizing layer through which the shear wave 
has traveled. From the time delay between the S1 and S2, we learn about the 
relative crack density; the reflection coefficients will tell us about the local 
impedance contrasts encountered by the two shear waves. 

The effect of this type of anisotropy upon P wave and shear wave velocities is 
shown (for 10% differential shear-wave velocity anisotropy) in Fig. 4 (Crampin, 
1991), in which velocity is plotted as a function of azimuth and angle of 
propagation from vertical to horizontal in an azimuthally anisotropic medium. In 
other publications, the velocity variations, and waveform responses, to  various 
sizes and densities of vertical aligned cracks are modeled (e.g., Wild and Crampin, 
1997). In Fig. 4, the earth was modeled as a cracked, non-layered medium. The 
cracks are normal to  the minimum horizontal stress. Parallel to the cracks, the 
maximum horizontal stress direction, there is no velocity variation DUE TO 
CRACKS between the vertical to horizontal angles of propagation. Normal to the 
cracks, in minimum horizontal stress direction, a change in the angle of 
propagation makes a bia difference in the velocity. Past the angle of incidence at 
which the shear velocities are the same, the first arriving S wave (the S wave 
with the faster velocity) has a polarization perpendicular to the crack orientation. 

Stuart Crampin uses the term EDA anisotropy fur the crack-induced anisotropy: 
extensive difatancy anisotropy (EDA). He visualizes this anisotropy as 
predominantly due to  stress-aligned fluid-filled cracks. During diagenesis and 
lithification, cracks of many orientations form. In the presence of subsequent 
basin-wide unequal horizontal stresses, some of those pre-existing cracks are 
preferentially more closed (those perpendicular to the maximum horizontal stress); 
and some of those cracks are not so tightly closed (those cracks perpendicular to 
the minimum horizontal stress). The rock under unequal horizontal stresses has an 
effectively stiff direction and an effectively weak direction. 

The simplest azimuthally anisotropic sedimentary column is one in which the 
azimuths of S1 and S2 do not change with depth (z) or space (x, and/or y, and z). 
The initial assumption in data processing and interpretation is that the S1 and S2 
directions, the principle axes' direction, are the same for the entire dataset. A 
variation in principal axes' direction, in either lateral direction or depth, will 
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complicate the waveforms recorded, the processing and ths interpretation. The 
complication is that each shear wave will again split, so that for every change in 
the S1 azimuth, the number of shear waves present will double. In a medium with 
N different S1 azimuths, 2N shear waves will exist, assuming an arbitrary 
polarization to the shear wave source (Ohanian and Beckham, 1992). A change in 
the S1 azimuth might occur if the fractures that assist hydrocarbon production are 
not related to the current day stress field and are propped open by partial 
mineralization, or if the near surface which usually is azimuthally anisotropic has a 
different orientation of principal axes than that at  depth. The variation of S1 
azimuth, in depth, has been documented by Winterstein and Meadows (1991a, b). 
Martin and Davis (1 987) and Ohanian and Beckham (1 992) also presented field 
data in which the interpreted change in S1 azimuth with depth is consistent with 
the field observations. 

When field data reveal the presence of vertical shear-wave birefringence, the 
anisotropic nature of the shear modulus is revealed. An anisotropic shear modulus 
means that the rock is stiff.in one direction and weak in another, or that the rock 
has a strong "flow" direction. For example, in metamorphic and igneous rocks, 
aligned crystals may cause anisotropy. As to what causes any particular shear 
modulus in a given medium to be anisotropic depends upon the geologic history 
and setting of the medium in question [constituent lithology, diagenesis, the stress 
history, the burial history, the current-day stress field, structure, etc.). 

Lavers RIUS cracks 
The type of anisotropy most commonly encountered in sedimentary rocks in 
petroleum-rich basins is that  of layered rocks under unequal horizontal stresses, 
and/or containing vertical aligned cracks, micro-cracks, or fractures. The symmetry 
associated with these circumstances is termed orthorhombic, when the rocks are 
flat-lying and the cracks are vertical (and/or the principal stresses lie in the 
standard x,y,z Cartesian coordinate system). Examples of velocity variation in an 
orthorhombic medium have been given by Wild and Crampin (1 991 } and Crampin 
(1991). Fig. 5 (from Crampin, 199'1) shows the velocity variations in an 
orthorhombic medium with 7% layer anisotropy and 10% crack anisotropy. 

The P wave carries information about the bulk orooerties of the rock: the rock 
matrix DIUS the Dore constituent. The S1 arrival carries the encoded information 
about the rock matrix (the uncracked rock): the lithology. As the lithology changes, 
so do the P and S1 arrivals. The S2 arrival carries the encoded information about 
the cracked rock: its strength, and the amount of fracturing. In its reflection 
coefficient, the "local" change of impedance from fractured formation to fractured 
formation is seen. Since different iithologies have different strengths, and different 
responses to  crack-forming stresses, a change in lithology could also accompany a 
change in the time delays between Sl and S2 arrivals. 

Dipping layers with vertical cracks or flat bedded rocks with dipping cracks have 
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been termed possessing monoclinic symmetry (Winterstein, 1 990). Rocks 
exhibiting orthorhombic or monoclinic symmetries are increasingly complicated, 
requiring more elastic parameters to describe the velocities in different directions. 
A rough rule of thumb is that when the particle motion of the seismic wave is 
normal to the fracturek) planes, then a lower impedance medium is sensed. When 
the particle motion of the seismic wave is parallel to the fracture(s) planes, a 
relatively stiffer, or higher impedance, or uncracked medium is sensed. Anisotropic 
modelling is quite worthwhile, especially for pre-acquisition studies. 

MAGNITUDES OF THE ANISOTROPY 
We usually quantify the layer anisotropy as the ratio of the horizontal to vertical 
velocity. Typical field-measured values of this ratio for P waves are from 1.05 to 
1 .15. These ratios may also be referred to as percents: 5 to 15%. Sriram et al. 
11 983) reported layer anisotropies from field work in the Gulf Coast, USA. Banik 
(7984) and Carter and Valusek (1988) documented a typical 10% P wave 
anisotropy in the North Sea shales. Recently, a value of 30% P-wave transverse 
isotropy was reported (Gonzalez et ai., 1991 1 for an offshore shale-rich section, in 
which multi-offset VSP data had revealed this staggeringly large P-wave anisotropy 
due to fine layers. So large a P-wave anisotropy affected the P-wave migration 
images and velocities: pre-stack time migration and DMO operators have been 
altered to include the effects of layer anisotropy in order to provide a much- 
improved image (Lynn et ai., 1991; Gonzalez e t  ai., 1997). Many workers have 
noticed that the SH shear wave anisotropy due to fine layers is usually about twice 
that of the P wave layer anisotropy: if that is true here, too, then the SH 
anisotropy would be -60%. AVO modelers: watch out! 

The fracture- or stress:induced anisotropy is usually quantified as {Vs,-Vs2)/V,, , or 
(fSP-tS,}/tS2. Typical field-measured values of this ratio in indurated rocks for the S- 
waves range between - 1 -4%, with - 2% being a commonly observed magnitude 
(Willis et  al., 1986). The uppermost 1000 feet often exhibit the largest anisotropy 
f -3--5%), even when unconsolidated or very loosely consolidated. When the top 
1000 - 2000 ft  exhibit shear wave birefringence, I find it usefuf to consider the 
possibility of "ellipsoidal" (aligned) pore space. The greater the "ellipsoidal pore 
space", the greater the birefringence. Certainly, the less the compaction, the more 
the pore space! Some indurated rock columns exhibit isotropy; others exhibit a 
few percent shear wave birefringence. I consider the anisotropy in fractured 
reservoir rocks to range from - I O -  - 20% (5-50 hz bandwidth). 

ANISOTROPY APPLICATIONS 
Evidence of anisotropy in seismic data may be used for: lithology determination 
(shales exhibit the most transverse isotropy among the sedimentary rock types, 
Winterstein and Frasier, 1 990), fracture or stress orientation determination (from 
the split shear waves, Crampin, 1985), and the monitoring of change in stress or 
fracture density or orientation (Crampin e t  ai., 1986; Crampin, 1987). 
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DETERMINATION OF ANISOTROPY PARAMETERS 
The multi-offset, multi-azimuth multicomponent (receivers, at least} VSP 
experiment can yield information on the various effective velocities over a range of 
directions. In the marine setting, these VSPs are easier to collect than on land, 
since the source(s} sails around and/or away from the borehole. Laboratory 
measurements on oriented core can offer guidelines on the small-scale velocity 
anisotropies. Wireline logs sample the local velocity field over vertical travelpaths 
(or horizontal travelpaths for horizonal boreholes). Under favorable circumstances, 
shear-wave birefringence can be recorded in full-wave-form wireline logs. Several 
contractors offer a "crossed-dipole" tool with arrays of 2-component receivers, 
plus a magnetic north sensing device, devised to gather shear wave logging data in 
open hole for birefringence studies. Extracting the polarization direction of the fast 
shear wave, the fast shear transit time, the slow shear transit time, and calculating 
the shear wave anisotropy for a given interval, from the multi-component wireline 
log depends upon accurate knowledge of the source orientation relative to a fixed 
azimuth, for every measurement location, and proper processing. 

EFFECT OF LAYER ANISOTROPY ON AMPLITUDE VARIATION WITH OFFSET 
Wright (1 987) and Thomsen (1 992, in press) have presented analyses on the 
effects of transverse isotropy on AVO. Each found that the layer anisotropy (TIV) 
present in shales caused a first order effect on the predicted AVO response. "The 
reflection-offset trend expected under isotropic conditions can be reversed under 
anisotropic conditions [TIV] a t  incident angles that are useful for exploration." [p. 
567, Wright, 19871 Since shales comprise a significantly large proportion of 
sedimentary rocks, by some estimates over 50%, most reflections analyzed for 
AVO characteristics involve a shale as one of the two members. 

EFFECT OF FRACTURE OR STRESS ANISOTROPY ON AMPLITUDE VARIATION 
WITH OFFSET 
For P-wave AVO studies, the azimuth of the seismic profile with respect to the 
natural co-ordinate system (either horizontal stress directions or fracture azimuth) 
might be a critical parameter. When the seismic profile is parallel to the fracture or 
maximum horizontal stress direction (Sl), then the P-SV mode conversion 
mechanism is sensing the S1 velocity. When the profile is perpendicular to the 
fracture or maximum horizontal stress direction, then the P-SV mode conversion 
mechanism is sensing the S2 velocity. Mallick and Frazer (1 991 } studied the effect 
of cracks and layers upon the P-wave AVO response, in an azimuth-variant model 
study. They concluded that a strongly cracked layer could cause a measurable 
change in the AVO response, as compared to the non-cracked AVO response, 
when the P wave line is perpendicular to  the crack strike. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Anisotropy, of both kinds, is pervasively present in the sedimentary basins which 
contain most of the world's oil supply. Whether anisotropy will help or hurt the 
geophysicist in our quest for petroleum depends upon the nature of the basin being 
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explored (the lithologies, structures, and stresses, past and present), the nature of 
the seismic measurements made, and the attitude of the geophysicist and the . 
exploration team faced with interpreting the data. 
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Fig. 1. Transverse isotropy 

al with a vertical axis: simple model 

thin layer). 
of layer anisotropy (or PTL, periodic . A x i s  

b) with a horizontal axis: simpfe model 
of crack- or stress-induced anisotropy. 
The cracks are normal to the minimum 
horizontal stress, or perpendicular to 
the maximum horizontal stress. 

Fig .  2. Velocity variations (P, SV, SH) in three mutually orthogonal symmetry 
planes in a PTL medium. Cube on left shows raypath numbers annotated on base 
of velocity graphs. Note the azimuthal isotropy (Z+E; Z+N). qSP and qSR are the 
two quasi-shear waves polarized (p)arallel and at Wight angles to the (vertical] 
symmetry plane through the (vertical) symmetry axis. (after Crampin, 1991) 
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Fig. 3. Shear wave splitting in vertically propagating shear waves, or vertical shear- 
wave birefringence, in a medium containing vertical aligned cracks andlor unequal 
horizontal stresses. The two allowed shear-wave polarizations are set by the 
medium, and will propagate at different velocities. 

SHEAR WAVE PROPAGATION IN 

0 

a 

AN AZIMUTHALLY 
ANISOTROPIC MEDIUM 

SOURCE E-W 

SI: N 45" E f --} AT 
SI, :N45"W 

Transversely isotropic with horizontal symmetry axis 
(TIH) medium; parallel vertical fractures N 45' W 

A shear-wave entering this medium with poladzation 
oblique to the fracture planes splits into two waves 
with polarization of the faster (SI) pairallel to the 
cracks 

Martln and Davit?, 1987, after Crarnpln, 1886 
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Fig. 4. Velocity variations in three mutually orthogonal symmetry planes in a 
. medium with East-West vertical aligned cracks (TIHI. Cube on left shows raypath . 

numbers annotated on base of velocity graphs. qSP and qSR are the two quasi- 
shear waves polarized (p)arallel and at Wight angles to the symmetry plane through 
the (horizontal) North-pointing symmetry axis. With this terminology, the 
polarization of qS1 is sometimes qSP and sometimes qSR. The benefit of this 
terminology is that the potarization is known from the label, and the relative arrival 
time is known from the velocity value. (from Crampin, 1991) 
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Fig. 5. Velocity variations in three mutually orthogonal symmetry planes in an 
orthorhombic medium: a layered rock (7% thin layer anisotropy) with vertical East- 
West aligned cracks (10% EDA anisotropy}. Cube on left shows raypath numbers 
annotated on base of velocity graphs. (from Crampin, 1991) 
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- The presence of additional ordered compliant members causes 

azimuthal anisotropy. 

- Added benefit: potential diagnostics for fracture fill (gas versus 
water), based upon the Blackhawk-Geometric's modeling 
progress in the Wind River Basin D.0.E. project 

GOAL: DIRECT DETECTION OF 
HIGH FRACTURE DENSITY 

- Physical phenomenon: azimuthal anisotropy 

. ;<. J 

The azimuth of the source-receiver (s-r) raypath 
and the s-r offset determine how the seismic wave propagates 
(velocity, amplitude, frequency content, attenuation, etc.) . 

- Vertical aligned gas-filled fractures function as 

additional ordered compliant members. 



THE TASK: 

ACQUIRE, PROCESS, AND INTERPRET 

3D P-wave multi-azimuth data in a fashion so as to 

IDENTIFY 

ENHANCE 
CAPTURE, PRESERVE, AND HIGHLIGHT \ 

all possible evidence of azimuthal anisotropy. 
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ACQUIRE DATA 

AZIMUTHALLY-ISOTROPIC-SOURCES (Vibroseis areal arra.y) AND 

-RECEIVERS (1 2 PHONES, CIRCLE, CENTERED ON THE FLAG) 

FULL-AZIMUTH 3D: LIVE RECEIVER PATCH, 

OF VERTICAL PHONES, IS CENTERED ON SOURCE, 

AND IS A SQUARE, NOT A RECTANGLE: 

(Rulison Field: 4.5 square miles live patch) 

PREFERRED: 

OFFSETS = MAXIMUM TARGET DEPTH PLUS -10-20% 

(TARGET HERE IS GAS SATURATED MESAVERDE, DEPTHS -5K‘ TO 7K‘) 
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PROCESSING TECHNIQUES, 
3D MULTI-AZIMUTH P-WAVE: RULISON FIELD PROJECT 

- PRE-PROCESSING FOR AVO ANALYSIS: 
GEOMETRY, AMPL. CORR. & DECONVOLUTION, EDIT BAD TRACES, STATICS 

- SCAN OVER AZIMUTH FOR MIN. TRAVELTIME AND MAX. 
TRAVELTIME DIRECTIONS, CHECK ALSO AZIMUTHAL AMPLITUDE VARIATIONS 

- DIVIDE INTO TWO VOLUMES = DATA DRIVEN DECISION 
PARALLEL AND PERPENDICULAR TO DOMINANT CRACK AZIMUTHS 

- DMO-STACK-TIME MIGRATE, ON BOTH VOLUMES; 
THEN, STACK NEAR-HALF OF LIVE FOLD, MIGRATE; 

STACK FAR-HALF OF LIVE FOLD, MIGRATE. 

-> 1/4 MILE VELSCAN SPACING‘PLUS ALL WELL CONTROL 

- RESULT: N30W AND N60E SEISMIC IMAGED VOLUMES, 
AND TWO Vstk VOLUMES 

TOTAL: 8 VOLUMES OF 3D DATA TO INTERPRET 
AND NEAR- AND FAR-OFFSET V0L.S FOR TWO AZIMUTHS ANALYZED 



- 
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INTERPRET DATA 

Map horizons and intervals of interest 
(int. vel., avg. freq., RMS ampl., AVO characteristics, etc.) 

Evaluate seismic attributes of interest at  well-data control points 
(those with EUR) 

Establish correlation of seismic attributes to EUR 

Select best attributes to  create map showing location of desired seismic 
attributes 

Review local structural setting of discovered high-anisotropy zones to see 
what could be geologic "cause" 

" Cause " - > "Effect" - > "Result" 

Geol. setting -> Seismic anisotropy measured -> 
Sub-seismic 
frac. swarm 

Enhanced EUR 



AVO GRADIENT 

DIFFERENCE BY AZIMUTH = NE - NW 

- > THE "FRACTURE ANISOTROPY EFFECT" 

SUM OVER AZIMUTH = NE + NW 

LOOK FOR PAY RESPONSE REGARDLESS OF AZIMUTH BECAUSE OF: 

-> MATRIX POROSITY, and/or 

-> CRACKS AT 45' (+20) TO TWO AZIMUTHS ANALYZED 



CONCLUSIONS 

Interval velocity anisotropy best correlated with EUR, for 
two 3-D seismic DOE projects 

Several seismic attributes can be used to generate maps 
of prospective fracture density/pay. 

Modeling is necessary in order to interprethnderstand 
field data 

Locations of high fracture density (frac. swarms) can be 
compared back to local structural setting: 

a) Fold with extensional fractures across top (Wind River) 

b) Fracture swarms associated with fault tips (the “ends” 
of faults, Rulison DOE project/Advanced Resources) 
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U.S. Department of Enerav Natural Gas Conference March 24-27, 1997 
Pre-Conference Workshow Geophvsical Applications 

Bluebell-Altamont DOE Project: DE-AC21-92MC28135 

Analysis of a Naturally Fractured gas reservoir Using Seismic Data 
H.B. Lynn and K.M. Simon (Lynn Inc.), C.R. Bates (Blackhawk-Geometrics, now a t  
Univ. of St. Andrews, Scotland), M. Jones (Schlumberger), M. Layman and R. 
Schneider (Pennzoil) 

Summary 

The Bluebell-Altamont Project, conducted Fall 1992 to Summer 1995, onsisted 
of planning, acquiring, processing, and interpreting seismic data sets specifically 
designed to characterize a naturally fractured gas reservoir. In the seismic 
experiment, both shear wave and compressional wave surface reflection data were 
acquired in t w o  crossing 2D lines, and for the first time, the information from the 
two modes of seismic waves over a naturally fractured gas reservoir could be 
directly compared. A 9C VSP was also acquired to determine the principal axes of 
S-wave anisotropy and to aid in identification of S-wave reflections on the surface 
seismic. The t w o  lines were deliberately laid out parallel and perpendicular to our 
best estimates of likely open fracture azimuth, and crossed at a gas well, in order 
to test if the P-wave reponse would vary by azimuth and in a manner related to 
the shear wave anisotropy. 

The S-wave data from the VSP and the surface reflection lines gave information 
about the rock frame matrix and the relative fracture density; the P-wave data 
were used to evaluate what was filling the fracture or matrix porosity. Azimuthal 
variation in the P-wave AVO gradient of a reflection within the fractured gas 
reservoir section was observed at the intersection of the t w o  crossing lines. The 
seismic line with source-receiver direction approximately perpendicular to the 
strike of the (vertical) fractures showed an AVO response consistent with gas 
saturation, while the line oriented approximately parallel to the fractures showed a 
response corresponding to  brine saturation. Reflections showing an azimuthally 
variant P-wave AVO gradient at the line tie were interpreted as indicating fracture 
porosity, while reflections showing an AVO gradient consistent with gas in both 
line orientations were interpreted to indicate matrix porosity. 

A significant relationship was seen between the azimuthal anisotropy in the P- 
wave AVO gradients and the S-wave birefringence. The azimuthal difference in 
the AVO gradients of the two  crossing lines was proportional t o  the S-wave 
traveltime anisotropy within corresponding intervals. 

The Bluebell-Altamont project provided fundamental information for the current 
Wind River and Piceance Basin DOE projects. The azimuthal anisotropy seen in 



the P-wave AVO gradient, and the correspondence between the P-wave AVO 
anisotropy and the S-wave velocity anisotropy, led to the 3D multi-azimuth P- 
wave technique approach used in the current projects. 
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The project site is Bluebell-Altamont field, in the Uinta Basin, northeastern Utah. 
Bluebell-Altamont field is situated near the northern edge of the basin, and 
produces gas from fractured Tertiary sandstone reservoirs of the Upper Green 
River formation at 6500 to 8500 f t  depths. 
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-REFL SEIS S1 - OILSOMITE DIKES 
FIGURE 1 

Seismic basemap showing 9C reflection lines and VSP survey locations. The 
lower diagram shows the important azimuths determined from several data 
sources: orientations of fractures from cores; orientation of joints from outcrop 
studies; maximum horizontal stress azimuth interpreted from borehole elongation 
data; paleo-stress azimuth from surface veins of gilsonite; the S1 azimuth from the 
9C VSP and from the reflection seismic. 

The reflection seismic lines were acquired nearly parallel and perpendicular to the 
open fracture direction, which was interpreted to  be NNW from the dominant NNW 
orientation of the stress and fracture data. 
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Tiine delay between S I  and S2 arrivals for the SV vibrator. The S-wave 
anisotropy is about 1% from the near surface to 6650ft depth. There is an abrupt 
increase in the S1 to S2 time lag at the Top Green River (the fractured gas 
reservoir section). 
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Hodograms (displays of polarization within a time window) from the 9C VSP show 
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N33W with depth, from 2800 to 8650 ft (T.D. of well). Shallowest depth is at 
lower right, T.D. at  upper left of figure. 
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Sonic and density logs from the VSP well together with the P-wave 
synthetic seismogram, and the S1 and S2 corridor stacks from the 
two shear wave VSPs (550 ft west of the borehole and 1121 ft 
east). The P and S reflections correlate very well, which is often a 
characteristic of low-porosity regimes. Amplitude differences 
between S1 and S2 are noted a t  the Top Green River reflection 
(TIGR) on the 550' west offset VSP: the S1 reflection is brighter 

l than the S2 reflection. This is interpreted to indicate less fracturing 
in the upper Green River towards the east (the downdip direction). 
lThe corridor stacks and synthetic seismogram are time-aligned at the ' Uinta marker, above the Green River reservoir section. 
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Portion of line 2 S-wave data displayed as a composite of S1 and S2 sections, 
time-aligned at the Z marker. Interval traveltime differences between S1 and S2 
sections are evidence of shear wave splitting, seen in the interval 2-TN1. Also, the 
amplitudes of the S1 reflections within the 2-TN1 interval are higher and more 
consistent on the S1 section than on the S2 sections, another indication of 
fracture-related anisotrow. 
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Bluebell-Altamont DOE Project 
Anisotropy at Line Tie 

2000 4000 6000 8000 I0000 12000 
Difference in P-wave AVO gradient 

14000 16000 

S-wave velocity anisotropy V +3% error A -3% error 
d:\ quatprb bbavosw.wb2 

Traveltime anisotropy within the five interpreted intervals as a function of the P- 
wave AVO difference by azimuth at the tops of the intervals. The AVO difference 
by azimuth is taken as the absolute value of the difference in AVO parameter 
between measurements on Line 1 and Line 2. A proportional relationship is seen, 
suggesting that azimuthal analysis of P-wave AVO can be used to characterize 
fractured reservoirs. 
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Azimuthal dependence of the AVO gradient is evident at the Z marker (middle of 
fractured gas-saturated section). Line 1, parallel to the fractures, shows a 
negative AVO gradient (blue) while Line 2, perpendicular to the fractures, shows a 
positive AVO gradient (red) for the Z reflector. AVO modeling done during this 
project showed that for the polarity of the Bluebell-Altamont field data, a strong 
positive AVO gradient is associated with gas saturation, as opposed to  a flat 
gradient which indicates brine saturation. 
The far-offset stacks spliced at the line tie, also show the azimuthal difference. 
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Blackhawk Geometrics, Inc. 
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Houston. Tx 77077 

Introduction 

Many gas fields in the Rocky Mountain region produce from natural fractures, and the 
orientation and concentration of these natural fractures are often the most significant 
factors controlling gas production. The primary research goal of this project is the detection 
of gas filled fractures using surface seismic P-wave methods. If highly fractured areas can 
be located using seismic techniques prior to drilling, it can greatly benefit the field 
development of the reservoirs. 

This project is in the third year of a three year contract. The study area is a gas field in 
Wyoming's Wind River Basin. The target is the Lower Fort Union formation (LFU), at 
5,000-10,000 ft (1.63.0 km) depth, a non-marine sequence of thin layers of shales, silts, 
sands, and a few thin coal units. Commercial production rates are incommensurate with 
matrix permeability and matrix porosities. Fracture density is known to be a dominant factor 
in well productivity. Matrix porosities range from 2-7% (which are not perceived to 
contribute significantly to commerciality) to occasionally 8-16% (which if present will 
contribute to commerciality). Matrix permeability from repeat formation tester data in four 
wells range from 0.5 md to 10 md, in the LFU formation, with 3-5 md being the median 
matrix permeability. 

The physical phenomenon that we are exploiting is azimuthal anisotropy. Vertical aligned 
gas-filled fractures function as additional ordered compliant members in a host or matrix 
rock. The presence of additional ordered compliant members causes azimuthal anisotropy; 
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that is, the properties of seismic wave propagation (velocity, amplitude, frequency content, 
attenuation, etc.) depend upon the azimuth of the source-receiver raypath. Our task is to 
acquire, process, and interpret 3D P-wave multiazimuth data in a manner that records and 
highlights the azimuth dependency of various measurements, so that a comparison with 
EUR (estimated ultimate recovery) can be made. After a correlation with EUR is made, 
maps showing the presence of the well-correlated seismic attributes are prepared. 

Approach 

Wide-azimuth (source-receiver, S-R) 30 P-wave data were acquired over 37 square miles 
(95 square km) by our industry partner. The acquisition parameters included circular 
geophone arrays and single-hole dynamite charges, so that this study could have 
azimuthally isotropic sources and receivers. 

The important azimuths in the LFU were tabulated. We documented the dominant 
azimuths of maximum horizontal presentday stress, as interpreted from borehole 
elongation, and the dominant azimuths of fractures seen in cores and borehole image logs. 
A preponderance of east-west (EW) azimuths is observed in these data, although some 

scatter exists. The dominant fault azimuth mapped in the 3D-processed data was NIOOE 
&5), as shown in Figure I, a time structure map at the top of the Lower Fort Union level. 

The orientation of the P-wave seismic anisotropy was determined by creating supergathers 
(bin size 600m by 600m) and with primary sort by azimuth and secondary sort by offset (IO 
degree slices, from 0" to 180°, that is, 18 gathers, with offsets from 153050 m). The 
analysis of nine azimuth-supergathers established that the seismic velocity anisotropy is 
oriented EW / NS; the provided the clear direction to divide the EW source-receiver 
azimuths (k45 degrees) from the NS source-receiver azimuths (k45 degrees). 
Subsequently, we formed two volumes: 

1. Source-receiver azimuth parallel to the minimum traveltime direction (fast velocity 
direction) which is EW, 245 degrees; 
2. Source-receiver azimuth parallel to the maximum traveltime direction (slow velocity 
direction) which is North-South, 245 degrees. 
Examples of supergathers from this project are found in Lynn et al., 'Fracture detection, 
mapping, and analysis of naturally fractured gas reservoirs using seismic technology: 
presented at this conference. 

Each limited azimuth volume was then processed independently through pre-stack time 
migration. Migrated gathers were needed for AVO analysis by azimuth which would directlv 
tie the maps made on the pre-stack time-migrated data. Each volume had velocities picked 
independently on pre-stack time migrated gathers. 

Confirmation of the fast P-wave velocity direction was seen in the shear wave arrivals in the 
9C VSP: the fast shear wave (Sl )  azimuth in the LFU of N110E was observed from 1.6 km 

. 
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(5300 ft) to 2.2 km (7300 ft). Anomalies of 8 -12% S-wave velocity anisotropy were seen in I r/.-- 

&osseddipole S-wave sonic and in the VSP data 

Analysis 

Transmission anomalies and reflection anomalies were examined. Transmission anomalies 
indude: interval velocity differences by azimuth; average interval frequency differences by 
azimuth. The interval velocity was calculated using the Dix equation for the top 300 msec 
(approx. 1500 ft (450 m)) of the LFU. Figure 2 shows the ratio of interval velocities for the 
top 300 ms of the LFU, taken as (Int.’Vel. NS)/(lnt. Vel. EW). 

Reflection anomalies that were analyzed at the top LFU reflector include: reflection strength 
difference by azimuth; reflector AVO gradient difference by azimuth. 

Estimated ultimate recovery (EUR) from the LFU was provided by our industry partner in 19 
control wells: 12 commercially productive wells and 7 low- to non-productive wells. The five 
seismic attributes evaluated relative to EUR were: the ratio of interval velocity (NS/EW) in 
the top 1500 ft of LFU, the difference in interval frequency content (NS-EW) in the top 1500 
ft of LFU, the sum of the AVO gradients (NS + EW) at the top LFU reflector, the difference 
of the AVO gradients (NS-EW) at the top LFU reflector, and the difference of the reflection 
strength (NS-EW) for the top LFU reflector. The azimuthal attribute that correlated best with 
commercial production was the ratio of the interval velocity: 10 out of the 12 desirable EUR 
wells showed between 0.85-0.95 as the value of the ratio NS interval velocitylEW interval 
velocity, with median value of 0.91 (Figure 3). 

In the preliminary analysis, an attribute was considered prospective” if it was associated 
with most of the wells with high gas production (EUR >8.0 BCF), in our control set of wells 
(Figure 4). 

The correlation of prospective” seismic attributes with the twelve high-production wells, is 
shown in Figure 5. 
condemning bad locations (Figure 6). 

This technique is useful for identifying good locations, not for 

Figure 7 shows the overlay of the presence of the five prospective attributes, for a portion of 
the survey. The time structure map of the top LFU is shown in relief, and the colors are the 
weighted value of the prospective: or positive, seismic attributes. Of the five positive 
seismic attributes, all but the velocity anisotropy were given a weight of 1. The velocity 
anisotropy was assigned a weight of 5. Therefore, values of 6, 7, 8 and 9 show where the 
velocity anisotropy & other positive attributes are present 
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Modeling and Analysis of AVO (amplitude variation with offset) 

Amplitudes are more sensitive than travel times to experiment and environment, being 
significantly influenced by source strength, source and receiver coupling and directivity, 
spherical divergence, absorption, scattering and multiples, transmission and reflection 
coefficients and their variation with incidence angle, anisotropy, and reflector curvature 
and rugosity (Sheriff, 1975). As there is both significant anisotropy and reflector 
structure in the units of interest in the Wind River Basin, it is prudent to evaluate the 
magnitudes of these effects on measured AVO indicators of fracturing and/or gas 
concentration. 

The approach is to compute synthetic seismograms using the actual 37mi2 survey 
geometry and seismic structure derived from this experiment. AVO was parameterized 
using the standard model R = a + b sin% and was separated into NS and EW azimuths. 
As a preliminary test, flat isotropic layers were modeled using the real survey 
geometry. Apparent differences or biases of up to a few tens of percent in AVO 
gradient b between NS and EW azimuths were present in this test purely due to the 
survey layout: the NS line orientations or elongated receiver patches lead to more 
long-offset sampling in this direction and therefore AVO fits are weighted differently in 
long and short directions. Because R = a + b sin28 is an imperfect model, with an error 
varying systematically with incidence angle (offset), the two azimuths show different 
AVO, with magnitudes smaller in the long direction. 

Complex structure scatters seismic energy, broadening the amplitude response at any 
incidence angle. This greater scatter in the AVO data lowers the estimated magnitudes 
of a and b. Anisotropy has profound effects on the sign and magnitude of AVO 
gradient: for a positive impedance contrast, layering anisotropy above the reflector 
(isotropic below) results in large negative b, whereas vertical-crack anisotropy below 
the reflector (isotropic above) causes weakly negative or slightly positive gradients. 
These variations can be understood in terms of the change in Poisson's ratio 0 as a 
function of incidence angle for fluid-filled cracks: CT increases for raypaths in the slow 
(crack-perpendicular) direction. Therefore an overlying layering anisotropy will have a 
higher 0 in this upper layer at near offsets, whereas an underlying vertical-crack 
anisotropy will have a higher in the lower layer at far offsets. Ostrander (1984) showed 
that a decrease in 0 across an interface is accompanied by a negative AVO gradient, 
whereas a positive change in G results in positive b. These cases correspond to the 
overlying layering anisotropy and underlying vertical anisotropy, respectively. Because 
the near-offset response is larger than that at far offsets, the 
effect of overlying layering anisotropy dominates when combined with underlying 
vertical anisotropy, yielding a relatively large negative AVO gradient. 

Although significant effects of structure and anisotropy are evident, the azimuthal 
differences in these models are still comparatively modest, averaging several tens of 
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- ,- percent. However, individual bins can nonetheless show azimuthal variations up to a 
few hundred percent; these locations must then be identified as potential sites in the 
actual AVOA data that are strongly influenced by survey geometry, structure, andfor 
anisotropy and should be interpreted with caution. To date we have found no serious 
discrepancies with the data; ongoing effort includes subtraction of the best structure / 
anisotropy model from the AVOA data to test for improved correlation with gas pay. 

Results To Date 

The search for areas of high fracture density in a naturally fractured gas reservoir is 
accomplished by searching for areas of additional ordered compliance. In this Wind River 
project, rocks that appear (seismically) more compliant in the NS azimuth but stiffer in the 
orthogonal azimuth (EW) are interpreted to contain EW-trending gas-filled vertical aligned 
fractures. From previous work, it has been established that the greater the magnitude of the 
shear wave seismic anisotropy, the greater the magnitude of the fracture density (Crampin, 
1985). Lynn et al. (1996) showed that the difference in the P-wave AVO gradient by 
azimuth is proportional to the magnitude of the shear wave anisotropy. Presented here is 
the 3D, P-wave extension of prior 2D evaluations of seismic anisotropy using 
multicomponent field data (9C reflection seismic and VSP). 

The differences by azimuth (NS-EW or NS/EW) in various seismic quantities as extracted 
from two 3D pre-stack time-migrated volumes (acquired at the same time in the field) are 
possible indications of P-wave seismic anisotropy. Since different raypaths are involved, 
the question of heterogeneity (different rocks) or anisotropy arises, which is the focus of our 
future work. 

Further Work 

A 2 sq. mi. (5.2 sq. km) 3D3C survey acquired two years ago in the center of this 37 sq. mi. 
(95 sq. km) survey will provide P-P and P-S events that will help evaluate the relationship of 
P-wave azimuthal anisotropy to S-wave traveltime anisotropy, and hence the fracture 
density. The S-wave polarizations will tell us about the stiff direction in the rock in the last 
medium traversed. Layer-stripping and 4amponent rotation algorithms applied to P S  data 
may help in evaluating the anisotropy present and its manifestations on P-wave multi- 
azimuth data. 

Benefits 

The use of P-waves to detect azimuthal anisotropy represents a significant cost benefit 
when compared to the traditional use of shear waves for this purpose. We foresee 
reductions in the acquisition cost of multi-azimuth P-wave surveys (as larger and larger 
recording channel systems become available), since only conventional seismic sources 
and receivers are required. Since some shear wave data are desirable for calibration of the 
P-wave data, acquisition of a multi-component VSP or a small patch of converted-wave 
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(3C) data is recommended. As successful identification of high fracture density zones can 
be made with 3-D multi-azimuth P-wave data plus small quantities of shear wave data, this 
technology will have broad appeal to operators in tight gas plays in the Rocky Mountain 
basins, as well as other areas. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. Time structure map on top LFU formation. Faults interpreted from the 30 data 
strike approximately N1 OOE. 
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1 
5- Figure 2. Ratio of interval velocities in the top 300 ms (450 m) of the Lower Fort Union. 

Wirm colors indicate faster velocities EW than NS; cool colors indicate faster velocities NS 
than EW. 

Figure 3. Interval velocity ratio in top 300 ms of LFU plotted versus well rank. Most of the 
top-ranked wells show significant velocity anisotropy (NSEW less than 0.95) 

Figure 4. Success rate of the seismic attributes evaluated in the Wind River study. Of the 
attributes evaluated, interval velocity ratio shows the best correlation with gas production. 

Figure 5. Seismic attributes observed at the twelve best producing wells, gives an 
indication of how well the seismic attributes predict gas production. 

Figure 6. Seismic attributes observed at the seven poorly-ranked wells shows that the 
seismic attributes do not effectively predict non-production. 

Figure 7. Time structure map of top LFU shown in relief with multiple positive seismic 
attributes overlain in color. Positive seismic attributes are assigned a weight of 1 with the 
exception of interval velocity ratio, assigned a weight of 5. 
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